An epidemiological simulation model with three scales of spatial hierarchy.
ABSTRACT An epidemiological model integrating three organizational scales of host plant populations (e.g., sites, leaves, and plants) is presented. At the lowest (site) scale, the model simulates the dynamics of vacant, latent, infectious, and removed sites. Three types of vacant sites are distinguished, depending on presence of infections at higher scales (leaf or plant). The rate of infection of each type of vacant site is computed according to ratios of autodeposition, allo-leaf-deposition, and allo-plantdeposition. At the leaf and plant scales, the rate of victimization is a function of the rate of infection of vacant sites. Sensitivity analyses showed that deposition patterns (the relative proportions of auto-, allo-leaf-, and allo-plant-depositions) and host structure (leaf size and number of leaves per plant) affected the speed of epidemics at the different scales. Model outputs conformed with results from other approaches in the case of random distribution of the disease. The model hypotheses concerning infection from autodeposited propagules, and their implications for disease epidemics, are discussed. The model can be used to derive relationships between allo-deposition ratios and disease incidences at the three scales. These relationships become simple when disease intensity is low. These relationships may be useful, e.g., to assess the potential efficiency of cultivar mixture to control epidemics. Integration of different organization scales and allo-deposition parameters enables the model to capture important features of epidemics developing in space without using explicitly spatialized variables. Such an approach could be useful to analyze other ecological processes that involve a variety of scales.